Roman Villa of La Olmeda

This villa is one of the most important Roman archaeological sites in Spain. It was discovered in 1968 thanks to the appearance of remains indicating that this had once been the site of a magnificent palace dating back to the days of the Romans. It still conserves several mosaics of immense historical value.

After admiring the building’s impressive façade, visitors make their way to vestibule with a mosaic that is practically intact. At the back of this area, two columns mark the division between this room and a large gallery running from side to side of the building, featuring superb mosaics with geometric patterns that formed the entrance to the main rooms of this mansion.

Today, a large covered space houses the objects and remains found in this villa. An exhibition that is well worth admiring, together with the magnificent and well-conserved mosaics, providing visitors with a fascinating vision of what life was like in the days of the Romans.

Historical Data

Architecture: Archaeology site
Construction: Villa
Predominant styles: Classical
Historical Period: Roman

Address

Pedrosa de la Vega. 34134 Palencia.
Telephone: 979 700 822 / 610 260 832
Website: http://www.villaromanalaolmeda.com

More information

Ayuntamiento of Pedrosa de la Vega
Address:
Municipality of Pedrosa de la Vega. Palencia.
Teléfono: 979 890 253
Email: secretario@pedrosadelavega.es
Página Web: pedrosadelavega.es

Oficina de Turismo Regional of Palencia
Address:
C/ Mayor, 31. Palencia. 34001 Palencia.
Teléfono: 979 706 523
Fax: 979 706 525
Email: oficinadeturismodepalencia@jcyl.es

Timetables and Prices

Opening hours
- Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Holidays: 10:30 – 18:30 (CHRISTMAS: Closed on 24, 25, Dec. 31 and Jan. 1 and 6.)
- Closed: Monday
Roman Villa of La Olmeda

Tickets

- General: 5 €
- Reduced: 3 €

Remarks: OPEN MONDAY 22.04.19.. The last entry will be at 18.15. Prices include admission to the museum that is in the church of San Pedro in Saldaña. Free admission for children under 12 and May 18. and Tuesday afternoon from 15.30. CHRISTMAS: Closed on 24, 25, Dec. 31 and Jan. 1 and 6. There are also educational and disabled visits available on request: 979 11 99 97/670 45 01 43. Annual activities and workshops available on the website: www.villaromanalaolmeda.com

This website shall not be responsible for the accuracy of this data